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ABSTRACT. R esults are presented of spect ral analyses of the surface and bedrock profiles a long a flow 
line of the vVilkes ice cap and the surface a long the Greenland E.G.l.G . profi le. Although the bedrock 
a ppea rs irregula r over a ll wavelengths studied, the ice-cap surface is typica ll y characterized by a smooth 
cunT with small-sca le surface undulations superimpo ed On it. The following relations of Budd ( 1969, 
1970) a re confirmed . T he "damping factor" or ra tio of the bedrock amplitude to the surface amplitude is a 
min imum for wavelengths" a bou t 3.3 times the ice thickness. The surface lags the bed in the direction of 
motion by A/4. The magnitude of the minimum damping factor .pm is typica ll y leas t near the coast, a nd 
increases inla nd depending on the ice thickness .<:, the "elocity V, and the mean ice viscosity 7] (which is a 
function of stress and temperature) according to 

pg,<:' 
.pm = 2.27]V 

where p is the mean ice d ensity and g is the gravitationa l acceleration . Thus the determina tion of the 
damping factors provides a va lua ble means of estimating the ice flow parameter 7] . 

R ESUME. U,le analy/se des relations entre les profile de la surface et du lit rocheux des caloUes glaciaires. On presenle 
les resul tats d 'analyses spectra les des profi ls de la surface et du bedrock le long d'une ligne de couran t de la 
calorre de Wilkes et de la su rface le long du profil des E.G.I.G. a u Groenland . Bien que le bedrock appa raisse 
comme irregulier selon toutes les longueurs d 'ondes etudiees la surface de la ca lotte est typ iq uement 
caracterisee pa r une courbe douce reguliere sur laquelle se surimposent des ondulations de surface a petite 
echelle. Les relations subseq uentes de Budd ( 1966, 1970) sont confi rmees. Le " facteur d'amortissement" ou 
rapport de I'amplitude d es irregula rites du lit rocheux a I'a mpli tude des irregula rites d e surface est minimum 
pour les longueurs d 'onde " valant environ 3,3 fois l'epaisseur de la glace. La surface a un reta rd sur le li t 
dans la direction du mouvem ent de " /4. La grandeur du " facteur d 'amort issement" minimum .pm est 
typiquement moindre pres d e la cote et s'accroit vers I' inte ri eur en fonction de l' epaisseur de la g lace Z, 
de la vitesse V et de la viscosite moyenne de la g lace 7] (qui es t fonction d es contra intes et de la tempera ture) 
se lon la loi: 

pg,<:' 
.pm = 2,27]V 

OU P est la d ensite moyenne de la glace, etg I'acceleration de la pesanteur. Des lors la determination du 'facteur 
d 'amortissement" fOUl'n it une methode va lable pour es timer le paramet re d'ecou lem ent de la glace 7]. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG . Eine Anaryse der Bezielzung zwischen Oberjliiclzen- und Untergrundprafilen van Inlandeisen . 
D ie Ergebnisse von Analysen des Spektrums del' Oberflachen- und U ntergrundprofile entlang einer 
Stromlin ie des Wilkes- Inlandeises und d er Oberflache entlang d em gronlandischen E.G.I.G. -Profil werden 
vorgelegt. Obgleich d er Felsgrund uber a lle untersuchten Wellenlangen unregelmassig zu sein scheint, 
lasst si ch dennoch die l nlandeisoberflache durch eine gla tte Kurve mit uberlagerten , kleinmasstab igen 
Oberflachenundulationen cha rakte risieren. Die dara us folgenden Beziehungen von Budd ( 1969, 1970) 
werden bestatigt. Der " Da mpfungsfaktor" oder das Verha ltnis d er Amplitude des Untergrundes zu r 
Amplitude der Oberflache ist fur Wellen langen " vom etwa 3,3-fachen der Eisd icke ein Minimum. Die 
Phasenverzogerung der Oberflache gegenuber dem Untergru nd betragt in der Rich tung der Bewegu ng "/4. 
Die Grosse des min imalen D ampfungsfaktors .pm ist typischerweise in K ustennahe am geringsten ; sie 
wachst la ndeinwarts in Abhangigkeit von der Eisdicke .<:, d er Geschwindigkeit V und d e .. m ittleren 
Eisviskosita t 7] (welche eine Funktion der Spa nnung u nd der T emperatur ist ) gemass del' Forme! 

pg,<:' .pm = --V-
2,27] 

worin p die mittle re Eisdichte und g die Schwerebeschleunigung bedeuten. Die Bestimmung des Damp
fungsfakto rs liefert somit ein wertvolles Milte! zur Abschatzung des Eisflussparameters 'I. 

I . I NTRODUCTION 

1 . I. Background 
Pronounced surface undulations on ice caps and ice sheets especia ll y in the steeper regions 

have been reported by many authors including R obin (1958, (967), Miilzel- (1964), Budd 
(1966), Robinson (1966) . Because of the inability of seismic and gravity ice thickness 
m easurement to detect small wavelength variations, R obinson was unable to find any clear 
relation between the surface variations and those of the bedrock. Larger-scale features 
however have been analysed by Bourgoin (1956) and Hochstein (1967) to show that the 
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surface variations are related to the bedrock, and in particular that the steepe t surface slopes 
tend to occur over the highest points of the bedrock. 

With the advent of the radar ice-thickness sounder it has been possible to detect bedrock 
variations in detail down to a wavelength Ac such that (cf. Budd, 1969) 

Ac = 27T (b,()! ( I ) 

where ,( is the ice thickness and b is the bedrock amplitude. 
Robin (1967) using radar sounding results, showed that the pattern of measured surface 

slope variations agreed with those calculated from longitudinal stress variations due to steady
state flow over the bedrock variations. 

A further treatment of the theoretical relation between the surface and bedrock profiles 
of a moving ice mass has been given by Budd (1969, 1970) ; the major resu lts of this work 
are summarized in the following section . 

1.2. Theory 
Considering a Newtonian viscous model with a non-Newtonian basal boundary layer 

flowing over a sinusoidal bed of slope f3 with amplitude f3 , and wavelength>. = 27T/W, viz . 

f3 = (3, cos wx, (2) 

Budd (1969) obtained the following result for the steady-state surface slope profile 

IX = 1Xr cos W X + IX z sin w X (3) 

where 

(5) 

and p is the ice density, g is the gravitational acceleration, B is the power flow-law parameter 
(B = 2YJ where YJ is the viscosity when n = I), ,( is the ice thickness, and V is the m ean forward 
velocity of the ice column. 

This result indicates that the surface waves lag the bedrock in the direction of motion by 
approximately 7T/2. The wavelength of minimum damping (the ratio of bedrock to surface 
ampli tude) is approximately 3.6 times the ice thickness. For much longer and shorter 
wavelengths the surface amplitudes decrease approximately as wZ. 

Using the same model with a more exact theory involving harmonic solutions of the stress 
function Budd ( 1970) derived the following equivalen t resul t : 

f3[ f3, 6) 
IXz :::::: .pt' 0(, :::::: 2.pzz' ( 

where 
pg,(z (ewZ _ e-wZ) 

.pz = 4YJV (WZ )2 

and YJ is the mean viscosity of the column, dependent on the stress and temperature. 
The frequency dependent parts of Equations (5) and (7) 'Y, (w,() and 'Y2 (W,( ) are shown 

in Figure ( I) . 
The previous result, Equation (4), may be regarded as a first approximation to Equation 

(6). The differences are a factor of two in magnitude, which is explained in detail in Budd 
(1971 ), the position of the peak in the damping factor, which now occurs for 

w,( = 2 tanh w,( 

or Am ~ 3.3,(, (8) 

and that the short wavelengths are damped out more rapidly, i.e . with eWz instead of w,(. 
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Given the ice thickness Z and the velocity V, the damping factor .p2 may be used with 
Equation (7) to es timate the mean fl ow parameter 7) through the thi ckness. H ence for a 
uniform distribu tion of bedrock amplitudes the surface amplitudes m ay be expected to 
have a maximum abou t three to fou r times the ice thicknes . 

These resul ts can be readil y te ted by pectra l ana lyses of measured bed rock a nd urface 
profil es. 
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Fig. I . Theoretical curves for damping factor ( 'PI and 'P, ) and power spectrum ( 'P,'). 'PI = (WZ )' / 2[WZ + 1/3 (wZ)3] : 
'P, = (WZ )' /2 sinh w Z. 

I .3 . Previous results 
Beitzel (1970) carried out spectral analyse of the surface and bedrock profiles of a 400 km 

down-slope line he m easured on the U.S . " Queen Maud Land Traverse 1I" in Antarcti ca . 
The ice thickness was m easured by radio echo sounding and wavelengths were studied from 
a bou t 3 km to I 00 km . Hi results confirm the theory of section l. I in that the surface slopes 
were in phase with the bedrock elevations and tha t in spite of an irregular bedrock spec trum 
the surface slopes spectrum showed a well marked maximum for wavelengths about 3 to 4 
times the ice thickness . 

The calcu lated damping factors agreed reasonably with Equation (5) over the range of 
wavelengths considered by Beitzel but this did not ex tend to the very short wavelengths. 

Finally from his results we find that the magnitude of the minimum damping agrees with 
the calcula tion of Equation (7) from estimates of the ice thickness Z, velocity V, mean 
viscosity Yj , and m inimum damping .pm. 
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Taking ,.( = 2.7 km, V = 5 m /year = 5/3. 16 x 10 7 m /s, .pm ~ 7, and the maximum 
value of (w,.()-' (ewZ- e- 'uZ), 'Ym ~ 0.552 

pg,.(' 0.91 X 103 X 9.8 (2.7 X 103)' 3.16 X 10 7 

." ~ = = 2.6 X 1016 kg m - Is - I . 
4.pm VO·552 4 X 7 X 5 X 0.552 

This gives ." ~ 2.6 X 10 17 P for a m ean surface temperature of about - 50°C. Thi is in 
reasonable agreem ent with the value found by Beitzel from the analysis of the longitudinal 
stress and strain-rates associated with the undulations, viz. Ti ~ 3 X 1017 P (corresponding to 
B ~ 104 bar year) . 

Fig. 2 . Wilkes ice-cap elevat ion and bedrock profiles f rom optical levelling and radio-echo sounding. (Note vert ical scales 
displaced 200 Ill.) 

2 . WILKES I CE-CAP SURFACE AND BE DROCK 

2 . I. B edrock and elevation profile D -J line 
In 1967 the second a uthor (Carter, unpublished ) used a Scott Polar R esearch In titute 

model 35 MHz radio echo sounder to determine continuous ice thi ckness profiles around the 
northern survey triangle of the Wilkes local ice cap (cf. M cLaren, 1968). These profil es 
have been examined and tabulated for ice thickne s at 0.2 km intervals . During the same 
year de tailed optical spirit levelling was carried out from Wilkes to the summit of the ice cap 
and on to Cape Poinsett. These values have similarly been tabulated at the same 0 .2 km 
intervals. From these two profiles the bedrock elevation has been calculated and tabula ted . 
A plot of the surface and bedrock profiles is shown in Figure 2. The surface on the la rge 
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scale is strikingly smooth, compared with the bed, and forms a close fit to a parabola. On 
the small scale, surface undulations are apparent, especially near the coast, and over the 
rough section of bed 30 km from the centre. On the very small scale (less than 1 km) the 
surface profile is a lso noticeably smooth. The bedrock on the other hand is notable for its 
irregularity over all measurable scales, and especially at the higher frequencies . 

2.2 . Spectral analyses of surface and bed 
On the large scale the shape of an ice cap on a plane base may be expected to be curved 

from summit to edge resembling a parabola or similar class of higher-order curves depending 
on the accumulation rate, the temperature and flow parameters of ice, and the base slope, etc. 

I 'I I 1\ 

IWV / \ 1/1 ~\ 
I ~ \ 
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I 

50 

.. .. .. 
o 
01 

Fig. 3. Power spectraJor Wilkes ice-cap surface alld bedrock deviation profilesJrolll su/llIllit to coast. 

Such shapes have been discussed by Nye ( 1959), Haefeli ( 196 I), and Budd (1969), and will 
not be treated here. Deviations from a plane bed cause deviations in this smooth curve of 
the surface. I t is these deviation which we wish to examine. H ence a least-squares parabolic 
approximation to the surface was calculated which gave a clo e fit to the smooth large-scale 
trend . Deviations from the trends were then computed for surface and bedrock elevations. 
Standard power spectra, co-spectra, and quadrature-spectra calcu lations were carried out for 
the surface and bed over the whole line and a lso for four sub-intervals from the edge to the 
centre. Plots of the power spectra over the whole line are shovvn in F igure 3. 
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Although the bedrock slopes have large amplitudes in the short wavelengths with a peak 
about 1.7 km, the surface shows strong peaks between about 2 and 5 km . The mean ice 
thickness over the line is about 900 m. The damping factor has a minimum at about 3 km. 
This supports the predicted relation for Ac ~ 3.3Z and forms a valuable supplement (0 

Beitzel's value of Ac ~ 8 km for Z ~ 2.7 km. 
The co-spectra and quadrature-spectra results support the prediction that the surface 

slopes and bedrock elevations are in phase. However the line of the profile d eviates som ewhat 
from the line of flow near the centre of the profil e and since bedrock and surface variations 
are in phase across the line of flow (cr. M cLaren , 1968, fig . 2 I ) the phase shift varies between 
o and 7T/2 in this region. The results for the five overlapping sub-intervals show a general 
increase of minimum damping wavelength with ice thickness but since the intervals were 
small c. 25 km these resul ts are not as clear as the corresponding values for Greenland 
(discussed below), where the sub-intervals are longer. 

2.3. Damping factor 
T he magnitudes of the minimum damping factor .pm, the ratio of the bedrock to surface 

amplitudes, are given in Table I together with the distances from the summit, the ice thickness, 
velocity and surface temperatures. The m ean temperatures for the columns have been 
d erived from temperature distributions calculated in the way d escribed by Radok and others 
( 1970 ) . 

TABLE I. ' ' '' ILKES ICE- CAP V ISCOSITY PARAMETER S FROM DAMPING FACTORS 

pg<-2 
1} = 

2.22 V.pm 

lI1ean M inimum RegiOlwl M ean 
Distance l ee horizontal damping M ean surface Basal Surface temperature 

from centre thickness velocity Jactor viscosity slope shear stress temperature (calculated ) 

x Z V !./; m 1] a Tb es 0 
km m 111 a - I 10 15 P % bar _DC _DC 

26 1050 10 25 5.6 0.8 0·75 20 ·5 19·5 
39 1000 14 18 5.1 1. 0 0.89 19·5 19.0 
52 900 20 15 3·4 1. 3 1. 04 18.0 18.0 
65 800 25 12 2·7 1.6 1.1 4 16·5 '7.0 
80 650 40 10 1.4 2. 1 1.2 I 14.0 15·5 

The values of the damping factors .pm show a strong increase from the edge to the centre. 
Using the relation 

pgZ2 
~m = V'¥ 4'Y) m 

. 2 sinh wZ . 
where '¥ m is the maximum value of (WZ )2 ' ( V IZ. '¥ m ~ 0.552 ), the measured values of 

.pm, the ice thickness Z, and velocity V, have been used to calculate values of 'Y) , the mean 
flow parameter through the column, for the five sections. These calculated values of'Y) are 
a lso given in Table I , and show an increase going inland as the temperature and stress 
decrease. This is in agreement with the present analysis of the Wilkes ice-cap temperature 
regime (Budd, 1969) and a m ore extensive treatment is in progress (Carter, unpu bli shed ) . 

The viscosity values also compare favourably with the results obtained from the m easured 
surface strain-rates by M cLaren (1968) and Pfitzner (unpublished) , cr. a lso Budd (1968, 
1969) . McLaren's value of 1. 3 X 10 9 dyn cm - 2 s ~ (3.4 X 1015 P ) corresponds to an average 
value over the region from abou t 25 to 90 km from the summit, in intervals of about 5 km. 
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T he d amping factor evalua tion is m uch more sensitive and gives the vari a tion in "7 a long 
the li ne. T o ob tain comparable results from strain-rates much closer spacing of measuring 
poin ts would be requi red . 

T he p lot of d amping factor againsL wavelength in Figure 4 shows that the short bedrock 
waves a re very rapidly dam ped ou t whereas the long waves are damped more grad uall y. 
Extension of these resul t to the very long waves i preven ted here becau e of the shortn ess 
of the line. H owever com bined wi th Beitzel's ( 1970) result the form of the curve 0 far 
covers wavelengths from 0.5.( to 20.( a nd 400 m to l OO km . T he very high da mping for 
short waves of Figure 4 supports the exponen tia l relation of Equation (7) rather than the 
earl ier approxima te value of Equation (5) . 
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Fig. 4. Variation of damping factor with wavelength for I Vilkes alld Drol/Iling ,l /aud Land. showill.!i agreement with theoretical 
curve .pz = (W<Y/ 2 sin" wZ. 

3. GREENLA D E.G. I. G . PROFILE 

3. I . Surface and bedrock profiles 
The large-sca le surface and bedrock profil e from the coa t to the centre of the Greenla nd 

ice shee t a long the E .G. I. G . traver e li ne are reproduced in F igure 5, from Malzer ( 1964) 
and Brockamp ( 1967) . Al though the sur face is ava ilable in high de tai l (points eve ry 0 . 2 km 
have been used here) the bedrock data has been obtained fro m seismic a nd gravity mea ure
men ts a nd so is necessarily coar e. 
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On the large scale the surface is smooth and close to "generalized parabolic", cf. Haefeli 
( 1960) . Superimposed on this large scale curve are very pronounced undulations with 
amplitudes increasing greatly towards the coas t. These undulations are remarkably regular 
in the region 100 km to 150 km from the coast and it is apparent that the predominan t 
wavelength is about 8 km. The amplitudes c. 20 m are about an order of magnitude larger 
than on the Wilkes ice cap. It is a lso apparent that the predominant wavelength decreases 
towards the coast. Inland the wavelengths are longer and the amplitudes becom e very small. 
Spectral analyses of the surface allow these features of the ice sheet to be described more 
precisely. 
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Fig. 6. Greenland suiface-slope deviations power spectra Jrom coast to 400 km inlal/d, Jor 50 km illtervals I 10 8, showing 
decrease oJ magnitude alld shift qf peaks goil1g inlalld. 
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3.2 . Spectral analyses of the surface 
As in the case of the vVilkes ice cap we consider deviations from a smooth parabolic trend 

curve to the ice-sheet surface. Also, since the features we wish to examine vary, from the 
coast to the centre, with ice thickness, velocity, and the flow parameter , the whole line was 
divided into 50 km sections. Standard spectral analyses of the ice surface slope deviations for 
each of these sections were carried out and the results have been plotted on log- log coordinates 
in F igure 6, for the first 8 sections (400 km) from the coast. Further inland the surface 
amplitudes were mostl y too small to be significantly above error noise. 

The somewhat irregular sections of individual spectra no doubt reflect the irregularity of 
their bedrock distributions. In spite of this there is a well pronounced peak in every case and 
the overall shape on the average is not unlike that for the squares of the ampli tudes as shown 
in Figure I which would be expected for a uniform bedrock distribution of slopes. 

A strong decrease occurs in the spectra maxima going inland (several orders of magnitude) 
and there is a clear trend of increase of the wavelength of the maximum from about 2.4 km 
near the coast to 12 km inland. 

3·3· Variation in wavelength if minimum damping 
By matching the theoretical spectrum for uniform bedrock with the m easured surface 

spec tra, the best-fit wavelengths for minimum damping have been read off a nd plotted 
against ice thickness in Figure 7. Also shown is the expected trend Equation (8), viz. 
Am ~ 3·3Z, and in addition the actual points x corresponding to the maximum peaks. The 
agreement is quite good and we note that the ac tual value of 3.3 for the slope is dependent 
on the precise nature of the model used . This agreement then suggests that the model, of the 
Newtonian medium with a non-Newtonian basal boundary layer, is a reasonab le approxima
tion for this analysis. 

3+ Use of damping-factor magnitudes for estimating flow parameters 
Although we do not have absolute values of the damping factors for Greenland as we do 

for Wilkes we can still gauge the variations in their magnitudes from the coast to the inland 
by the d ecrease in the magnitudes of the power spectra of the surface waves, on the assumption 
that the bedrock spectra remain constant. 

The power spectra are proportional to the squares of the amplitudes so by taking the 
square roo ts of the maxima of the spectra of Figure 6 matched with the theoretical curve of 
Figure I , the variation in the relative magnitude of the minimum damping going inland can 
be estimated. 

In order to calculate the fl ow parameters however we need absolu te values of the damping 
factors. In the absence of a detailed bedrock profile this is difficult, but even with the coarse 
bedrock spacing of the Brockamp data (c. 5 km ) an attempt can be made to examine the 
relation between large-scale surface and bedrock features. To do this Fourier components 
for 100 km segments from the coast to the centre were determined for the bed over wavelengths 
100 to IO km and for the surface from 100 to 0-4 km. For the surface, the plot of the ampli
tudes of the Fourier components resulted in similar magnitude and form to the square root 
of the spectra of Figure 6 as wou ld be expected . For the bed, the plots showed an increase 
in higher-frequency amplitudes approaching coast as apparent from Figure 5. 

To compare the surface and bed , the mean of the wavelength amplitudes about 25 km 
were chosen and their ratios calculated to estimate the damping factor as shown in Table II. 

For the longer waves the surface ampli tudes becom e reduced to noise level whereas for 
the shorter waves the coarse bed spacing smoothed out the high-frequency bed variations. 

H ence, a lthough preliminary and subject to error, this m ethod gives the best estimate of 
damping factors a long the profile until a more detailed bedrock profile becom es available. 
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From the damping factors for 25 km and the ice thickness the minimum damping factors 
were obtained from Figure 1. These can then be used in Equation (7) to estimate the flow 
parameters provided the mean forward velocity of the ice is known. As a first approximation 
for the velocity, we may take the steady-state balance values, e.g. Haefeli (1961 ). It is interest
ing to note that the values determined by Brockamp and Thyssen (1968) from the movement 
of the E.G.I.G. stakes relative to the undulations agree fairly well with these in the region 
just inland of Camp VI. 

Table II lists the values of ifJm, Z, V, the calculated Row parameter 7] , and also the surface 
temperature 8s and basal stress 'Tb. The magnitudes of these 7] values are comparable with 
the Antarctic values given in sections 1.3 and 3.3. They show the expected decrease with 
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ICE THICKNESS ZlIm . _ 

Fig. 7. Variation of wavelength of minimum damping A with ice thickness ,(. The dashed lille represents the expected trend 
from the soiution of w,( = 2 tanh w,(. i.e. A "" 21T,(11.92. 

increasing temperature and stress as the coast is approached, and a a whole lie between 
the values for Wilkes where the surface tem peratures range from - 20 to - 14°C and the 
value of Dronning Maud Land at -50°C. 

W e note the values of 1/ ifJrn are considerably less than a, the mean surface slope, which 
would be expec ted for a uniform Newtonian viscous model with no sliding (cf. Budd, 1970). 
The magnitudes of ifJ obtained here are also comparable with the magnitudes observed in the 
data of the detailed profiles of Robin (1967), Rinker and Mock (1967) and Mock (1968) . 

However to test the theory more thoroughly it is necessary to have detailed surface and 
bedrock profiles in regions where the velocities are also known, as in the case of the Wi lkes 
Ice cap. 

2 
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TABLE 1I. GREENLAND E.G.I.G. LINE FLOW PARAMETERS FROM DAMPING FACTORS 

.,, = pgZ2 

2.22 V.pm 

Mean Minimum R egional Estimated 
Distance Ice horizontal damping Mean surface Basal Surface mean 

from centre thickness velocity factor viscosity slope shear stress temperature temperature 

x Z V .pm ." a Tb 8s 0 
km m ma- 1 10 16 P % bars _QC _QC 

50 3000 10 30 3.8 0.15 0.40 30 26 
150 3000 20 20 2.8 0.25 0.67 28 25 
250 2700 35 15 1.8 0·33 0·79 25 23 
350 2000 70 8 0.96 0-46 0.82 21 21 
450 1600 120 5 0.52 0·70 0·99 16 18 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although only strictly applying for two-dimensional flow, the theory of ice flow over 
bedrock perturbations of Budd (1970) explains the relation between the measured bedrock 
and surface profiles in the regions ofWilkes and Dronning Maud Land in Antarctica and the 
surface waves in Greenland. A certain amount of scatter may be due to the three-dimensional 
character of the bedrock and the flow. The technique of determining the flow parameters 
for longitudinal strain-rate from spectral analyses of bedrock and surface profiles along a 
flow line, where the flow is sufficiently two-dimensional and the velocity is known, appears 
to be quite accurate and sensitive. With such knowledge gained of the flow parameters it 
will become possible to use the same technique to calculate unknown velocities in other areas. 
On the other hand, given the velocity and flow parameters, it becomes possible to calculate 
the details of the bedrock profile from the surface profile if the broad-scale bed is known. 
Such a calculation for the Greenland E.G.I.G. profile is in progress. 
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